
QUESTION:
I was watching something on YouTube regarding moeen Ali a Muslim cricketer with a 
long beard who said he supports Liverpool football club. then in the comment section 
of the YouTube video someone( probably a non muslim) in the comment section said I 
can’t believe Tim Howard supports Liverpool.
Tim Howard is a non muslim with a long beard so the person making the comment was 
comparing moeen Ali to Tim Howard as they both had beards
The thought that came into my mind was about how the the joke was made about Moin 
Ali beard and i was thinking about person making this comment view about Moin Ali 
beard and the comparison with Tim Howard made me laugh then after these thoughts I 
I laughed loud without thinking properly
The thought went through my head very quickly and the laughter was without thinking 
properly like an impulsive reaction. I would never want to intentionally make fun.
I said astagfirrullah right after I laughed. The laugh was like a slip of my mind I didn’t 
want to commit disbelief. Is my nikkah intact am I just having waswas

ANSWER:
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
As-salāmu ‘alaykum wa-rahmatullāhi wa-barakātuh.

This does not constitute kufr (disbelief); accordingly, your nikāh (marriage) is still 
intact.

And Allah Ta'ālā Knows Best
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